Tributes

These are often called “funeral” designs or “sympathy” designs, but that term really doesn’t do full justice to the unique service and role that these flowers play.... Funeral implies a finality and an ending. Sympathy implies being sympathetic to someone. These unique designs do far more than mark an ending or express feelings of sorrow and sympathy. They accomplish more.....

Rather, these designs should be viewed as tributes. Floral tributes celebrate the life of individuals. They commemorate and celebrate, in a positive way, our joy and delight that the person was with us, and the values, ideals and interests that were important to that individual....

They are a celebration and a hope that these values and interests will continue and live on.....

Do keep in mind that many of the designs presented under “Line Arrangements” and “Water Based Designs” could also be used as tributes as well....

002PPV Basket Design
051PPV Awareness Ribbon--Breast Cancer
052PPV Awareness Ribbon--Patriotic Theme
053PPV Awareness Ribbon--Yellow Remembrance
061PPV Huge Winter Basket
069PPV Wreath of Foliage
070PPV Wreath of Flowers
Tributes:
Tributes:

Huge Winter Basket
Tributes:

Wreath of Foliage & Fillers

Wreath of Flowers